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Toolkit – Activities to develop/promote attractively for STEM 

Name of the Good 

Practice OR New 

Activity 

Calculating distances 

Summary 

 

In a Social/History/Maths class students are asked to make a route from one point of the village till 

school (the teacher will give the students names of places in the village, eg. Post office, Restaurant, bus 

stop, church…) using the local  map. They should calculate the distance between places in kilometers.  

The students will identify the places on Google maps.  

Objective 
- Develop Calculus by identifying distance between places. 

Target Group 
Target groups: students ages 10-12 

Development / 

Implementation 

description 

1. Students are given a problem to solve “ How many Km are there between…. And school?” 

2. They revise quickly how to calculate distances ( brainstorm activity) 

3. In groups they look at their point of start and check how many Km are there, and how many 

different routes do they have to get to school? Which is the shortest? 

4. In groups they prepare a presentation to class. 

 

Duration 
90 min  

Needed Materials for 

implementation Internet 

Context of 

implementation Maths lesson, calculating distances/or Geography 

Expected Results & 

Tips What are the expected results and what useful tips may exist 

Innovation and 

Success factors 

- Motivates students for learning and calculus 
- Relates with a real-life activity 
- Students use the internet in a learning activity  
- Mathematics (calculations on kilometres) 
- Heath Literacy / Financial, economic and entrepreneurship literacy (comparing distance 

band) 
 

 
 
AND 
select one or more elements that describe the activity (tick the boxes): 
 

☒     Promotes critical thinking and 21st century skills and learning skills 

☒     Promotes hands-on, experimental and problem-based learning 

☒     Promotes collaborative team working and cross-curricular use of science knowledge and skills 

☒     Based on student-centered approaches  

☒     Based on motivating pedagogies such as inquiry-based learning 

☒     Focus on social learning approaches 
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☐     Acts as didactic tool 

☒     Favours interdisciplinarity between STEM subjects 

☒     Requires active and creative participation of teachers, students and parents in a cooperative 
way 
 
 

Risks / challenges Revision on how to calculate in younger students 

Assessment 
The assessment tool/strategy to adopt in order to measure the effectiveness of the activity: 

- Assessment by peers in the class presentation of the work 

Transferability This activity can be adapted in any country  

Links / Resources 
 

 

Key words  DISTANCE BAND 

 
  


